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ABSTRACT

The Aleuts of Copper Island speak a
creolized version of Aleut-Russian Pidgin
that formed by the end of the XIX c. The
phonology of the language, as well as all
other levels of its structure, formed as

a result of lingustic contact and inter—
ference. The consequences of this contact
can be traced in the change of phoneme
system, in higher variativity of conso-

nants, and in certain phonotactical pro-
cesses in clusters.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

The Aleut language has at present two
main dialects, both being subdivisions of
what was known in the XIX century as

Western Aleut: Atkan dialect (ATK) and
Attuan dialect (ATT), named according to
the main islands where the dialects are
sgoken, resp., Atka and Attu (see /8, .
4 / for details and further references .

In 1826 the administration of Russian—
American Company transfered several dozens
of Aleut workers that were in its service
to previously uninhabited Commander
Islands in order to have constant access
to the Bering Island and especially Copper
Island seal furs. During the 150 years
that have passed since that time the new-
comers have developed two different dia—
lects: Bering Island dialect (BI) that is
a conservative form of ATK, and a creol-
ized Copper Island dialect (CI) of which
ATT is considered to be the "maternal"
dialect /l/, /6/, /7/.

. In this paper we adhere to the hypothe-
fiis according to which certain social and
istorical conditions led to formation by
he second half of the XIX century of a
eculiar social group of Russian—speaking

”creole". This social group later created
hPidgin Aleut" as a means of communication
with the Aleut-speaking population of the
islands. The newly created language went
in course of time through creolization
and subsequent relexicalization on the
'Aleut basis resultin in the modern
version of CI (see /7 for details and
further discussion).

The most conspicuous grammatical fea—
ture of CI is its system of verbal inflex—
ion for person, number, tense, and mood,
as well as negative forms that have defi-
nite Russian origin /6/, /7/. All the rest
grammatical subsystems are typically Aleut:
nominal inflexion, derivation of both
verbs and nouns, NP syntax, a.o.

The aim of the present paper is to out-
line the phonological consequences of
creolization, of converging sound systems'
of Russian and Aleut that resulted in
formation of a rather peculiar CI phono-
ligical system.

There are at least three points in CI
phonology where we can suspect Russian in-
terference: I. the phoneme inventory; 2.
the corruption of velar/uvular opposition;
and 5. consonant clusters.

THE PHONEME INVENTORY

. Professor Knut Bergsland called the
absence of labial obstruents /P:b/ the
most conspicuous feature of Aleut phono—
logy, and considered it to be of diachronic
character /5, p.69/. However, W.Jochelson
who did his field work on Attu at the
begining of the XX century, used letters
b and p to mark "bilabials... pronounced
With a very slight closure of the lips SO
that we have transient sounds between b
and v, p and f" /4, p.l/; see also /5. P-
151/. K.Bergsland who transcribed Jochel-
son's ATT texts rendered his p and b as
v /2, p.9/, i.e. he rightly treated them
as two allophones of one and the same
phoneme.

Unlike all other Aleut dialects, CI
has ‘ both /p/ and /b/. CI /p,b/ obviously
originated from ATT bilabial /v/ (corres—
ponding to ATK /m/, /M/, /mg/, or‘some—
times to labiovelar /w/, of. ATT aya=r
CI qabya:, ATK qamda: to be deep; ATT
caving, CI cabluR, ATK éamluh floor; ATT
kayiq, CI kabih, TK kamgih head: ATT
avcul to tell, CI apcuh tale (ATK aMas .
a:k?); ATT ava=, CI aba=, ATK awa: to worK.
e c-

. The choice between /p/ and /b/ is defi—
nitely positional: ATE /m/v0 CI /b/ before
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sonants, voiced fricatives or vowels, and
yO/p/ before voiceless consonants: ATK
camluukah, CI babluukah chin; ATK imdu=,
CI ibyu: to roll (a stone); ATK hamrah, CI
habra sleeve; but ATK baméxih, CI éapcih
fishl ne; ATK umsuh, CI upsuh or umsuh
tongue; ATK umta=, CI upta: to smell.
Before sonants even the voiceless ATK /M/
corresponds to CI /b/, not /p/: ATK saaMlah
CI saablal; egg; ATK éiMignuh, CI éibinuig
big toe, etc.

The immediate ancestor of CI /b.P/ is
evidently ATT /v/, not ATK /m/: while we
have a consistent correspondence of CI /b,
p/00 ATT /v/, in ATK we have here a varie-
ty of sounds: /m, w, M/ and a cluster /mg/.

It seems highly probable that the two
separate sounds appeared in CI as a

result of the splitting up of /v/ that was
triggered by strong Russian influence. It
was quite natural for the Russian-speaking
makers of CI creole to treat the bilabial
fricative /v/ as bilabial stops /p/ and
/b/ depending on its position.

CORRUPTION OF VETAR/UVULAR OPPOSITION

In Aleut (and Eskimo) there are two
distinct interlingual (as well as morpho—
nological) rows of correspondences:

/g—k—x/ and /r—q—h/ that never mix up:
there is no such thing as alternations

'/g—r/ or /k—q/. The only dialect that
breaks the rule is CI.

CI loses uvular sounds in many cases,
substituting them for corresponding
velars, cf. ATT (txin) irata: get fright-
end, ATK iratu=, CI igatu: to be afraid;
ATT hihtaz, ATK hilyba=, CI hixta: to
speak, etc. Uvular sounds in general are
rather unsteady in CI: there are words

that are pronounced with /h/ or with /x/
alternativekyby one and the same speaker,

e-g- axsa=/ahsa= to die, a.o.
In two cases the substitution is re-

versed: where in ATT we have /g/, in CI we
find /r/: ATT qaglah, CI qarlaarih raven;
ATT qaglih, CI qarlih shoulder.

Finally, there are even cases when the

Voiced fricative /g/ is pronounced as a
voiced stop /g/ - a sound unknown to the
mskimo-Aleut phonology, e.g. tin anagasal

I hit myself with smthJ; tin acigait he
learns (of. ATK txin acixal), etc.

We think that these facts can be best

explained by direct Russian influence: the

Pidgin ancestor of CI must have had a
highly Russianized phonetics, and one of
the first things to do was to eliminate

from the Pidgin all the sounds that are
not found in Russian and are thus hard to
Pronounce for Russian—speakin comunity,
and to simplify ("to correct" the pro-
nunciation of the rest. Consequently, the

uvular sounds were forced out, the velar

uvular opposition was ruined, and later

Pe—established itself in a corrupted form.
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CONSONANT CLUSTERS

Phonotactical peculiarities of CI or,
more specifically, order of consonants in
typical clusters can be of two types: 1.
those developed by CI during the 150 years
of its independent existence - that is,
independent from its "maternal" language
ATT, and 2. those developed as a result
of close contact with BI (=ATK). The
borderline between the two types of changes

is naturally rather unsteady. We shall
consider cases when CI differs from both

ATK and ATT as independent developnent .
and cases when CI differs from ATT but is

identical with El - as BI interference,

though such a decision is of course quite

arbitrary.
Let us consider changes in consonant

clusters in CI compared with ATK and ATT,

i.e. metatheses. Metatheses are frequent

as interdialectal correspondences in

Aleut; they are also found within any of

the Aleut dialects. In CI metatheses are

also numerous. The following classifica—

tion can be suggested as regards the

possible sources of metatheses. If a CI

cluster differs from ATT, it means that

there is a development of some kind. If

CI is identical with ATT, it is the ATT

"heritage". Now, if CI differs from ATT,

but is identical with ATK, it may be ATK

influence. Finally, if CI is different

from both ATT and ATK,Cit mgst be inde-

ndent development. ons; er: ‘

pe 1. CI é ATT, ATE. 1%E/CO lfiy/toAaglk

a a s CI a agai , ayga s ,

tggg§;’/s /c§y/hs/,/xs/: ATT asxinuh, ATK

asxinu , I axsinuh girl, daughter. /tx/,

/tk/oo /ht/: ATT atkiyah, CI abtiyaq, ATK

atxidag cod. /gl/t/)/lg/: ATT 11ga=, CI

igla=, ATK ilga: to seek, look for. /rn/ao

/nr/: ATT suganrih, CI sugarnih, ATK su—

anri oung erson.

g 2.90%, ATKP¢ ATT. /rn/oo /nr/: ATT

hunrutah warmth, CI hurnayait, ATK hurnas

to be warm. /gn/cg égg/: ATT qingah, CI

1 na ATK qigna re.

q $5.953, ATT .6 ATK. (gl/w /lg/: ATT
igl , CI igl , ATK ilguh grandson. /ks/,

/xs/cn /sx/: A T ixsah, CI iksah, ATK

isxah place, bed. _

As can be seen from the given examples,

CI seems to have developed a phonotactical

pattern of its own, at least as far as

consonant clusters are concerned, namely,

it follows a rule that places velars and

uvulars before any other consonant. In

all three groups of metatheses CI tends

to place velars /k,x.s/ and uvulars /h,r/

before sonants, glides and fricatives

(and in one case before a stop). The _

pattern is consistent and purely CI, i.e.

it is independent of ATT and ATK clusters.

If ATT had the same order of consonants,

CI preserves it, resisting the BI influ-

ence. If ATT had the reverse order of
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consonants, CI develop; its own order

Eit!;r independently or perhaps yielding

to B1 influence.
The tendency of cluster organization

can also be treated as a result of language

contact; most probably, its source can be

found in the Russian influence which is

very strong in CI. CI seems to be the only

Aleut dialect that developed so consistent

a tendency of cluster shape.

BI INFLUENCE

There are several cases when changes in

CI compared to ATT probably took place as

a result of direct BI borrowing, cf.: ATT
/ ca CI /n/: ATT haa uh, CI haanuh, ATK
h an salmon; ATT /v?m CI /m/ (not the

usual /b/): ATT kiv=, CI kimz, ATK kin: to
descend, to walk down.

CONCLUSION

The phonolo of CI differs noticeably
from that of ot er Aleut dialects. These

differences are most likely due to the

specific position of CI among other Aleut

dialects as a creolized Pidgin Aleut.
Many changes that occured in CI compared
to maternal ATT can be explained by Russian

interference. Other changes may have
occured as a result of permanent contact

with BI. The possibility of independent
development should be also taken into
consideration.
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